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INTRODUCTION
Gallery Chemical Company has been shipping diborane as a
gas since 1953 and as a l i q u i d since 1959. Gallery holds DOT
Special Permit 930 for shipment of diborane gas and diborane-
inert gas mixtures in non-refrigerated overpacks, under specific
conditions outlined in the permit. Gallery also holds DOT
Special Permit 970 for shipment of liquid diborane in overpacks
containing dry ice for refrigeration. These permits were re-
written and reissued in their present wording in January 1968,
Prior to this program, the largest single package was 40
pounds of diborane in a DOT-3AA2400 cylinder surrounded by dry
ice in an insulated box. Gross shipping weight was 1300 pounds
and Special Permit 970 required delivery within ten days.
Prospect of increased future demand for diborane rendered
that package inadequate for the projected quantities and im-
practical from the standpoint of handling labor.
In accordance with the anticipated increased use of di-
borane, NASA awarded Contract Number NASW 1827 to Callery Chemical
Company for the design and development of a container for shipment
of approximately 200 pounds of liquid diborane.
This report, published in three volumes, describes the
successful development of such a container. Volume I is the
basic report, complete in itself; while Volume II (Appendix A)
contains documents of record in correspondence with DOT to obtain
a shipping permit, and Volume III (Appendix B) is the manual of
Operating Instructions for use of the container.
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SUMMARY
A container for shipping 200 pounds of diborane was de-
signed, built, and tested. The Department of Transportation
granted Special Permit No. 6522 for use of the container.
Work began 7 November 1968 on the program to design and
develop an engineering prototype shipping container for diborane.
Detailed specifications were prepared and submitted to four
candidate sub-contractors for bids on container design and fabri-
cation. Two bids were received, and the decision was made to
award this sub-contract to CVI Corporation. Award of the sub-
contract was postponed to consider the possibility of using the
diborane container design for oxygen difluoride, but it was
decided to proceed with design exclusively for diborane. The
subcontract for container design and fabrication was approved by
the Contracting Officer and signed by CVI Corporation on 20
February 1969.
The detail design was prepared by CVI with advice from
Gallery on the diborane system. Manufacturing drawings for
approval were received from CVI on 17 April 1969, and were for-
warded for NASA approval. The CVI design, with some modifica-
tions, was approved by JPL and Callery on 26 May 1969. Revised
drawings were released for fabrication on 30 June 1969. Callery
met with the Bureau of Explosives; and as a result, some changes
were made for better protection against severe mishandling.
After further discussions with JPL, Department of Transportation,
and Bureau of Explosives the design was finalized.
Upon completing fabrication of components, the container
assembly was started on 22 September 1969, at which time a Callery
visit was made to CVI Corporation. Assembly and testing-at CVI
were completed on 8 December 1969, at which time Callery visited
CVI for final inspection. The container was received at Callery
on 17 December 1969.
Preliminary checkout of the container and facility were com-
pleted, and on 2 February 1970 diborane was first charged to the
container. A small diborane leak was detected, and loading was
discontinued after 25 pounds had been charged. Leakage which had
developed in the level probe assembly was stopped on 13 February
1970, and subsequent low temperature tests confirmed that the
entire system was tight.
The container was charged with 200 pounds of diborane and
100 pounds of dry ice; and the first storage test was started
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on 6 April 1970. Container performance was disappointing; as
dry ice lasted less than eight days, and diborane temperature
reached the specified -35°C. during the tenth day. Diborane
was unloaded from the container, and rate was shown to be well
above the required 0.2 pound per second.
Heat transfer analysis following the unsuccessful storage
test indicated the need for certain revisions to the container.
After discussions with NASA and CVI, Gallery wrote specifica-
tions for the necessary modifications; and the container was
shipped from Gallery on 11 August 1970. Agreement was reached
between Gallery and CVI, who then proceeded with container modi-
fications and testing in their shop.
Vacuum retention testing of the modified container was
successful; however, leakage into the insulation space developed
at low temperatures encountered in thermal testing. The leak
was located and sealed; after which the inner tank was heated
to enable an effective pumpdown of the insulation space. Thermal
tests at CVI using l i q u i d nitrogen showed a significant reduction
in the heat leak rate. The container was delivered to Gallery
21 January 1971 .
After cleanout with methanol, the container was dried in
preparation for charging diborane. Heating the inner tank to
assist drying caused a sharp rise in the insulation space pres-
sure. Subsequent cooldown failed to restore the initial low
pressure. Pressure rise in the insulation space was caused by
non-condensables; so a system was setup to repump a better
vacuum, achieving 15 microns at room temperature.
The container was precooled with l i q u i d nitrogen, then
charged with 200 pounds of diborane. The repeat storage test
began on 22 April 1971. This successful storage test was term-
inated after 29 days. Time to -35°C. was over twenty days, and
conservative extrapolation gives over 33 days to 0°C. The 0°C.
maximum temperature is a practical l i m i t corresponding to pres-
sure of 400 psig; whereas the true limit is the maximum working
pressure of 500 psig. Container performance was probably ade-
quate to obtain a 20-day Special Permit; however, we recommended
a 15-day permit to expedite delivery. A written presentation
of the test data and drawings was prepared and submitted to
Bureau of Explosives and Department of Transportation on 18 June
1971, along with application for a 15-day special permit.
All diborane was left in the container until 23 June 1971,
at which time a sample was taken. After over 61 days there was
neglig i b l e diborane decomposition. The container's center of
gravity was experimentally determined while fully charged with
diborane and dry ice. Diborane was then removed to the plant
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storage system; and the container was cleaned and charged with
methanol in preparation for the shipping test. DOT required
that methanol shipment in this container be authorized by a
special permit, included in the diborane permit.
DOT Office of Hazardous Materials drafted the special per-
mit, which was then approved by the Federal Highway Administra-
tion. The Federal Railroad Administration, however, disclosed
that DOT-OHM had added "Class A Poison" to the diborane classi-
fication. This prohibits rail express shipments, unless DOT
were w i l l i n g to make an exception to regulations; and could
create other problems. DOT-OHM was notified to withhold issue
of the special permit until the matter of classification had
been resolved. Gallery made a written presentation to DOT in
support of our position that diborane does not qualify as a
Class A Poison. Concurrently, requested information on safety
relief devices was provided to Bureau of Explosives for their
approval.
On 9 December 1971 DOT Office of Hazardous Materials ruled
that "Class A Poison" was to be added to the "Flammable Com-
pressed Gas" classification for shipment of diborane. We re-
quested immediate issue of the special permit; and as a separate
action, for DOT to consider waiver of the restriction against
rail express shipment. DOT Special Permit Number 6522 was re-
ceived 27 December 1971.
The shippping test with methanol was started on 12 January
1972 by motor freight shipment. The container was received in
good condition at Gallery's Lawrence, Kansas plant on 21 January
1972; and was shipped from Lawrence by motor freight on 28
January 1972. The shipping test was completed on 7 February
1972 when the container was received in good condition.
Several modifications to the permit were requested of DOT
in March through May 1972, by letter and by visit to the DOT
office. Permission for rail express shipment could not be
granted with diborane classified as a Class A poison; however,
variance for i n d i v i d u a l cases w i l l be considered. Request for
shipment of quantities less than 100 pounds was withdrawn, pend-
ing possible collection of additional data by NASA during use of
the container. DOT issued First Revision to DOT Special Permit
No. 6522 on April 1972, incorporating rewording recommended by
Gallery. Provisions to ship containers cooled or recooled to
-70°C. (instead of -80°C.) were incorporated by Second Revision
of the permit, issued 14 September 1972.
An operating manual with instructions for use of the con-
tainer was prepared.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
Detai led spec i f i ca t ions were developed for submit t ing
to subcont ractors to use in preparing bids on container de-
sign and fabricat ion. These spec i f i ca t ions , g iven in Table 1*,.
bas ica l l y descr ibe a 200 pound diborane shipping container
designed for safety , rel iabil i ty, durabil i ty, and conven ience.
Final spec i f i ca t ions were to be deve loped in cooperat ion with
the sub-cont rac tor to be se lec ted , wi th the above cr i ter ia as
a guide to combine his knowledge of cryogenic containers wi th
G a l l e r y ' s exper ience in diborane handl ing.
SELECTION OF SUB-CONTRACTOR
A survey was made to obtain a bidder's list of candidate
sub-contractors for detail design and fabrication of the con-
tainer. Although many companies are active in the field of
cryogenic equipment, most of these were ;el imi nated for one of
the following reasons: (1) companies who only manufacture minor
components, (2) companies too small and/or inexperienced to
qualify, (3) companies who specialize in large equipment, and
(4) companies who only offer standard containers and not custom
designs. The list was thereby reduced to four companies:
1. CVI Corporation
Columbus, Ohio
2. Chicago Bridge and Iron Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
3. North American P h i l l i p s Company, Inc. (Cryogenic Div.)
Ashton, Rhode Island
4. Ryan Industries (DiV. Of COsmodyne Corporation)
Louis v i l l e , Kentucky
A request for bid was submitted, with preliminary speci-
fications, to all four companies. North American P h i l l i p s de-
clined to bid on a custom-built container, and their standard
containers did not meet the specifications. Chicago Bridge and
Iron stated that their bids on small custom-manufacturing jobs
would not be competitive with others in the field. Both CVI
Corporation and Ryan Industries expressed a desire to bid, and
representatives of both companies visited Callery to discuss
*A11 tables and figures are grouped at the end of each section
in this report.
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the specifications. These companies felt the specifications
were reasonable and obtainable, and bids for container detail
design and fabrication were received from both CVI Corporation
and Ryan Industries. Several phone conversations were held
with both while evaluating the bids.
A decision was made to award the sub-contract to CVI
Corporation. A summary of the CVI proposal is given in Table 2;
the complete proposal was quite detailed, including heat trans-
fer calculations and preliminary container drawings (Figure 1
and Figure 2). In contrast, the bid from Ryan Industries gave
very little information on design approach or other details; as
the bid merely stated that they would meet the specifications.
There was no factor in which the Ryan bid was superior to CVI;
in addition, the Ryan bid was $2000 higher than the CVI bid.
The CVI Corporation sub-contract for container design and
fabrication was approved by the Contracting Officer on 17 Feb-
ruary 1969. This subcontract was fully executed with an effec-
tive date of 20 February 1969.
OTHER USES FOR CONTAINER
In a telephone conversation with NASA on 2 January 1969
two new uses for the diborane shipping container were discussed,
as follows:
1• Use Container as Feed Tank
It was desired to use the shipping container as a
feed tank, which required an unloading rate of one pound
per second with 100 psi chamber pressure and about 100 psi
(maximum 200 psi) line pressure drop. In the absence of
this information, bids for container design had been based
on an unloading time of two hours. This new requirement
was to be incorporated during the detail design of the
container.
2. Use Container for Oxygen Difluoride
It was desired to use the diborane shipping container
design for oxygen difluoride (OF2) shipment. Although
there is some overlap in the l i q u i d ranges of diborane and
OF2, there is a very significant difference in vapor pres-
sures as shown in Figure 3. As a result a high pressure
vessel would be required to ship OF2 with dry ice refrig-
erant, or conversely an alternate refrigerant system such
as l i q u i d nitrogen would be required to ship OF£ at lower
temperatures. We encouraged the use of dry ice because
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of the inherent simplicity and reliability of such a
system. Use of dry ice eliminates the need for flow
controls, the potential for overcooling of the diborane
and other disadvantages of a l i q u i d nitrogen system.
In addition, the density of OF2 is significantly higher
than that of diborane; which would increase strength
requirements, thereby increasing heat leak and weight.
The advantages and disadvantages of a container for use
with both OF2 and diborane were discussed in a meeting (attended
by CVI Corporation representatives) on 21 January 1969. The
dual purpose shipping container concept was judged impractical
from technical and economic standpoints. Directions were given
to proceed with the design of a container to be used exclusively
for shipping diborane, in accordance with the original work
statement.
CONTAINER DESIGN
The CVI design approach summarized in Table 2 incorporated
the features of safety, reliability, and durability which we
encouraged in the specifications. The container relies primarily
on good insulation to achieve the required low temperature stor-
age time. The design for dry ice addition not only helps meet
that requirement, but also enables continued low temperature
storage by recharging the dry ice.
NASA Recommendations
In accordance with NASA recommendations, the following
modifications were incorporated in the design:
1. Use dip-tube outlet from the top rather than
bottom outlet.
2. Dip-tube and valves to be 1/2-inch size or
equivalent.
3. Valves to terminate in a replaceable "tee"
fitting, so that the external lines can be
purged.
4. Pressure rating of the tank to be increased
to 500 psi .
5. The base on which the tank is mounted to extend
a few inches beyond the envelope of the tank
and valves.
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6. Other types of level control devices to be
investigated. It may be possible to make a
multipoint level system using spring balanced
floats and magnetic switches. Other than this,
a bubble tube and differential pressure cell
could be considered.
Unloading Rate
It became necessary to reduce the maximum unloading rate
of diborane from the container, as it was not practical to
design for one pound l i q u i d diborane per second with 100 psi
pressure drop. Based on 1/2 inch tubing, pressure drop for the
tubing (20 feet equivalent length) would have been 200 psi at
one pound per second; in addition, pressure drop for the valve
would have been 400 psi. It was agreed that the maximum unload-
ing rate should be reduced to 0.2 pound per second with 100 psi
pressure drop.
Design Details
The diborane shipping container design details remaining
were discussed in a meeting with CVI Corporation on 19 March
1969. Minor component and instrument specifications were com-
pleted, in addition to reviewing the general arrangement and
structural design. Final container drawings for approval were
prepared by CVI; these were received at Callery on 17 April
1969, and copies were forwarded to JPL for NASA approval. A
number of discussions were held with CVI and JPL to resolve
specifications for level instrumentation, materials of con-
struction, and some minor component specifications and design
details.
L i q u i d Level Instrument:
The l i q u i d level instrument is a Robertshaw capacitance
type with remote mounted transmitter. The level probe connects
to the top of the sphere by a threaded joint. CVI Corporation
recommended an epoxy adhesive for sealing the threaded connec-
tion. This epoxy (Armstrong Products Company, Inc. A-271 two-
part adhesive) has good low temperature properties, but there
was some question about its compatibility with diborane; so a
test was setup at Callery to evaluate this thread sealant for
diborane service. This test did not reveal any incompatibility;
however, subsequent checking on the epoxy material showed that
it contains certain chemical groups which could be reactive with
diborane. As a result, Teflon tape was used in place of the epoxy
material. A flanged connection had also been considered until
it was learned that this still did not eliminate a threaded con-
nection, as the probe would be threaded into the flange.
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Stainless Steel Specifications:
Materials of construction for the diborane system were
initially specified to be stainless steel , the type to be
determined by fabrication requirements. This was based on
some fifteen years of service for stainless steels 304 and
316 in Gallery's low temperature diborane storage system and
for carbon steel in the diborane production facility. The
CVI design specified type 304 stainless steel for most of
the diborane system. This specification was subsequently
questioned by JPL, with the suggestion that all parts to be
welded should be fabricated from 304L low carbon stainless
steel or other stabilized low carbon type. It is correct
that this would be better for welding if there is any corro-
sion, as the 304 stainless steel is susceptible to carbide
precipitation at the grain boundaries around welds. CVI was
given a list of six acceptable stainless steel types: 304L,
304ELC, 316L, 316ELC, 321, and 347.
Other Design Details:
Other minor changes were:made in the design. Additional
supports were provided at the base of the container to pro-
vide stability and safety in fork truck handling. The thermal
plug for the dry ice chamber was to be sealed after insulating
to maintain the low thermal conductivity of the polyurethane
foam insulation. Additional items such as pressure gauge and
valve specifications, cover fasteners for access to valves for
loading and unloading, welding details, etc. were reviewed by
Gallery and necessary changes noted on drawings returned to
CVI.
Design Approval & Modifications
The remaining design details were resolved between CVI,
JPL, and Callery. Callery received NASA (JPL) approval of the
design by telephone on 15 May 1969. On that date Callery author-
ized CVI Corporation to proceed with procurement of long de-
livery items. Upon receipt of the JPL confirming letter (dated
19 May 1969) on 26 May 1969, Callery sent a confirming letter
to CVI. Callery-1 s letter contained a list of all necessary
modifications to the drawings, and one set of marked drawings
was enclosed. Some of the more important modifications were as
follows:
1. Inner vessel to be fabricated :from type 304L stainless
s'teel ; and all other welded components which diborane
contacts to be fabricated from 304L, 304ELC, 316L, 316ELC,
321, or 347 stainless steel on a best effort basis. Any
items which could not "reasonably be obtained in one of
these six materials was to be fabricated from type 304
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stainless steel on approval from-Gallery based on
reported price and/or "del i very time justification
from CVI. The responsibility for meeting design
requirements with these materials remained with CVI.
2. Use Teflon tape in place of the epoxy sealant for
level probe and temperature probe connections, which
are to be threaded connections as shown on the draw-
ings.
3. Additional supports to be provided at the base of the
container to provide stability and safety in fork truck
handling. The container to be lifted by these hori-
zontal structural member such that the forks do not
contact the bottom head of the outer container.
4. The thermal plug to be sealed across the bottom after
insulation by welding on a 0.031 inch thick cover.
5. The Whitey valves for pressure gauge shutoff and for
gauge line purge are to be replaced by a more reliable
type. Even a small amount of diborane decomposition
could produce'solids'which may cause wear of the solid
Teflon cylinder packing around the stem.
6. Change 1/4 turn fasteners to use No. 5 o v a l h e a d stud
instead of No. 5 wing head stud, at least on the re-
movable side panel where susceptibility to damage is
the greatest.
7. One additional drawing should be prepared to emphasize
operating features of the container. Fabrication details
should be deleted, and labeling should be by function
rather than specification. All items routinely used by
Gallery or by the Customer when the container is in ser-
vice should be shown on the drawing.
8. Provide stenciled and/or printed labels on the container
to identify all valves, instruments, etc. to assure
efficient and safe use of the container. Labels shall
also be used for brief notes on operating instructions
or notes on precautionary measures.
9. The audible and visual alarms when activated shall con-
tinue for a time of at least 72 hours providing the
battery is maintained in accordance with CVI instructions
CVI Corporation modified the container design in accord-
ance with Callery's instructions, and revised drawings were
received by Gallery on 7 July 1969. The following additional
changes were made to those drawings.
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1. Inner tank to be stamped as a coded vessel. Initially
the vessel was to be built in accordance with the code,
but not stamped; and'this was acceptable to the Bureau
of Explosives and Department of Transportation. Cer-
tain government agencies, however, require that all pres-
sure vessels operated on their premises be stamped as
coded vessels; therefore, it was felt that not coding
the vessel would impair its usefulness.
2. The vent system was revised to eliminate a low point
trap where l i q u i d could have collected and been ex-
pelled into the vent line. This change was accomplished
by removing the vent tubing inside the inner vessel,
which still leaves adequate working volume. The volume
below the vent line point of entry is over 100 gallons;
whereas, even at 0°C. , the volume occupied by 200 pounds
of diborane is less than 85 gallons.
One design change was made as a result of a meeting with
the Bureau of Explosives. At the top of the container, piping
which is open to the inner tank was to be protected by one-
eighth inch thick steel plate.
One additional functional assembly drawing was prepared
to illustrate operating features of the container. The essen-
tial parts of that drawing are reproduced in Figure 4 and 5.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
Approximately five months were required from approval of
drawings to delivery of the vessel to Gallery. This was made
possible by early approval of three long delivery items:
(1) inner vessel heads, (2) inner vessel support rods, and (3)
l i q u i d level instrumentation.
CVI released the drawings for fabrication on 30 June 1969.
Procurement was initiated immediately by CVI on all of the
materials required for the diborane shipping container. In
general there were few delays encountered. Procurement created
no problems, even with the specification of 304L or equivalent
for diborane-contact parts to be welded. The inner tank heads
were shipped on 4 August 1969.
Close contact with CVI was maintained during this phase of
the program. -The inner vessel fabrication and tests were com-
pleted; and successful results on weld radiographing tests were
confirmed on 3 September 1969. A minor delay occurred when one
of CVI's suppliers encountered difficulty rolling the 2-1/2 X
2-1/2 inch angle iron reinforcing -members. After several tries
the supplier finally did a job which was judged unacceptable,
and this procurement was changed to another source. No diffi-
culty was encountered with the new supplier, and the angle 'iron
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reinforcing members for the inner vessel were received,
fit up, and welded on. The inner vessel hydrostatic test
was completed on 16 September 1969, in the presence of the
code inspector. • After a minor delay to obtain the correct
nuts for the inner vessel support.rods, the main assembly
was started on 22 September. 1969. A Oallery visit was made
to CVI when the inner vessel was positioned and secured in
the outer shell. Callery was favorably impressed with the
work performed by CVI.
Details of the protective plates recommended by Bureau
of-Explosives were worked out with CVI, and installation was
completed. Rework on the sheet metal.at.the top became
necessary when some of the .metal work as originally installed
did not meet CVI standard,,so the affected sections were re-
placed. Since this required we!ding to the outer shell, the
final leak test was delayed until that welding was completed.
CONTAINER TESTING AT CVI
In addition to the inner vessel weld radiograph and hydro-
static tests mentioned above, the inner tank and associated
piping passed the helium mass spectrometer leak test. Also
the outer vessel (annular.space between inner tank and outer
shell) successfully passed helium mass spectrometer leak tests
initially, after welding on the protective plates, and after
welding on new sheet metal around the top enclosure.
The vacuum retention test was performed after charging
the perlite and evacuation of the annular space. This evacua-
tion required continual pumping from 13 November 1969 to 4
December 1969 because of moisture in the perlite. Even with
heat on the outer shell and repeated pressurization-pumpdown
cycles, this evacuation required three weeks to complete. After
final pumpdown there was no ice in the cold trap, and pressure
was down to 7.5 microns at the time of seal-off. Following
immediately, the vacuum retention test demonstrated that the
annular space was adequately sealed. As shown in Figure 6,
pressure reached e q u i l i b r i u m at 22 microns (at 74°F.) two days
later; and this remained the same for the duration of the test,
concluded on 8 December'1969. The final step was leak testing
of the diborane system after cooling with dry ice.
A Callery visit .was made .to .CVI on 8 December 1969 to
witness these final tests and .to Inspect the container prior
to shipment. Accessible parts .of the container, such as ex-
ternal pi p i n g and* instruments, were found to be satisfactory.
Instructions were provided for component label ing prior to
delivery. Production orders, inspection record sheets, and
test data were reviewed; and everything was found to be in
order.
12
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CONTAINER DELIVERY
The container was shipped from Columbus, Ohio by CVI on
9 December 1969 and received by Callery on 17 December 1969.
The container was crated for this shipment to preserve appear-
ance and it was received with no apparent damage. The con-
tainer is identified by National Board number 19 and CVI Serial
Number 231. The inner vessel is coded for a maximum working
pressure of 500 psig at -320 to +100°F.
MODIFICATIONS
Following Performance Test # 1 modifications were made to
the container to improve its thermal efficiency. Primarily
heat leak was reduced by redesign of the neck area and restoring
the low pressure in the insulation space.
The bellows protective sleeve, initially fabricated from
stainless steel, was replaced with a sleeve of Teflon 0.031
inch thick.
The side walls of the thermal plug, i n i t i a l l y fabricated
from stainless steel, were also replaced with 0.031 inch thick
Teflon.
The vacuum filter assembly was shortened to a length of
27 inches to eliminate possibility of a thermal short between
the inner and outer vessels.
Pressure in the insulation space was reduced to less than
ten microns (Figure f2), and a bellows seal high vacuum valve
was added to facilitate any future need to repump (Figure 13).
These modifications were incorporated in the as-built
drawings.
DRAWINGS
Following is a complete list of as-built drawings for
fabrication and assembly of the 200-pound diborane shipping
container. Original tracings and copies of these drawings
have been supplied to NASA separate from this report, in
accordance with the terms of the contract.
13
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TABLE 1
SPECIFICATIONS FOR DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER
General
These specifications define a refrigerated, insulated,
portable container to ship l i q u i d diborane. The container
shall be designed for safety, reliability, and durability.
The container, including all its component parts and auxil-
iaries, shall meet all applicable codes and regulations.
All parts which contact diborane shall meet material and
design specifications prescribed by Callery Chemical Company.
Capaci ty
The container shall be designed to ship 200 pounds net
weight of l i q u i d diborane under the conditions stated below.
Shipping Temperature
Temperature of l i q u i d diborane, initially at -80°C. , shall
not exceed -35°C. after thirty days with an ambient temperature
of 25°C.
Diborane Container Volume
If the temperature rises to -35°C. , the diborane expansion
in an additional five days time shall not result in a l i q u i d
volume greater than the design working volume of the vessel;
diborane temperature after the five days shall not be higher
than 0°C.
Diborane Container Pressure
Design working pressure shall be not less than 25 percent
in excess of the diborane vapor pressure at the maximum temp-
erature (five days after -35°C.). The container shal1 also be
designed for full vacuum service.
Refrigerant Requirements
A method shall be provided to recharge refrigerant for
storage periods longer than thirty days and/or to maintain lower
temperature (within the range of -35 to -80°C.). A commercially
available refrigerant shall be used.
15
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Table 1 - Specifications For Diborane Shipping Container (cont)
Container Configuration
In general the container shall be a low-profile design,
the height of which shall not exceed 78 inches.
Container Handling
The container shall be skid mounted with slots for fork
truck h a n d l i n g , and shall also be designed with lifting lugs
for moving with a crane.
Container Durability
The container, including all its component parts and
auxiliaries, shall be designed to withstand a force of at
least three G's in all directions without causing any leakage
or damage.
process Piping
Piping shall include: (1) an internal dip tube to enable
removal of the diborane as a l i q u i d through a manual shutoff
valve in a time not to exceed two hours and (2) a line connected
to the container top for venting or pressurization through a
manual valve.
All connections shall be welded or flanged. Flanges w i l l
be of a type suitable for cryogenic service. The entire system
shall be free of leaks at the maximum working pressure of the
vessel. Valves shall be accessible, but protected from damage.
Safety Relief
A rupture disk shall be connected directly to the container
top, with a relief valve located immediately downstream of the
rupture disk and a pressure gauge between to indicate failure
or leakage of the rupture disk. Pressure settings shall be
determined by the design operating conditions, and shall be con-
sistent with all applicable codes.
Instruments
The following instruments shall be included: (1) a pressure
gauge with safety release back plate, to be connected to the con-
tainer top through a manual shutoff valve and an excess flow valve
(2) a temperature indicator covering at least the range from -100
to +20°C.; in conjunction with or separate from the indicator,
there shall be an audible alarm activated by temperature higher
than -35°C.; and (3) your recommendations for a suitable level
indicator are solicited.
16
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Table 1 - Specifications For Diborane Shipping Container
(concluded)
Indicators shall be mounted to be visible from the side,
but positioned to prevent damage under the forces stated above
Sol vent Resistance
All diborane contact parts shall also be selected for
resistance to any undesirable effects due to contact with
naphtha, isopropyl alcohol, or methyl alcohol.
Note: A copy of the manual containing diborane properties and
handling information was included with the specifications
in requesting bids for container design.
17
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF CVI CORPORATION PROPOSAL
FOR
DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER DESIGN AND FABRICATION
1. Scope and Price
Design, fabricate, deliver, and furnish field service for
a prototype diborane shipping container for a total fixed price
of $23,000 f.o.b. Callery Chemical Company.
2. Schedule
a. Complete design and drawings six weeks after receipt
of order.
b. Complete fabrication four months after approval of
design drawings.
c. Complete field service for vessel testing four to six
weeks after delivery of the vessel.
3. Design Approach
a. Refrigeration of the diborane during shipment by reflux
at a dry ice cooled top part of the container wall.
b. Evacuated powder type insulation, requiring only mod-
erate vacuum level.
c. See Figure 1 and Figure 2.
4. Specifications
a. Capacity for 200 pounds of diborane at 0°C. with 10%
ullage.
b. Time for heatup from -80°C. to -35°C. to be not less
than thirty days. Time for heatup from -35°C. to 0°C.
to be about twenty days.
c. Inner shell to be 36 inch diameter sphere, 5/16 inch
thick; to comply with ASME Code for 400 psi internal
pressure.
d. Outer shell to be a vertical cylinder. All lines,
valves, gauges, etc. to be within a protected envelope
not to exceed 6'-6" height. Provisions w i l l be made
for handling by crane or by fork lift truck.
e. Design for 8g loading vertically down and in all hori-
zontal directions, and 4g loading vertically up.
18
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Table 2 - Summary of CVI Corporation Proposal (Cont)
5. Instruments
The design shall include a temperature indicator, a pres-
sure indicator, and level indicator. Alarms will be included
to be activated by temperature above -35°C. or pressure above
180 psi. The inner vessel w i l l be protected by a rupture disk
and relief valve.
6. Guarantee
The diborane vessel w i l l be guaranteed for a period of one
year against failure due to defects in material or workmanship.
19
FIGURE 1
PRELIMINARY DIAGRAM OF
DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER
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FIGURE 4
DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER, ELEVATION VIEW
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FIGURE 5
DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER
PLAN VIEW
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PERFORMANCE TEST #1
LOADING FACILITY
A test site was prepared for f i l l i n g , storing, and un-
loading the container. The shelter was completed, and piping
was installed to this area. Provisions were made to withdraw
diborane from the Callery storage tank and condense it into
the container on a scale to calibrate the level instrument.
Further provisions were made to unload the container by nitro-
gen pressurization, removing l i q u i d diborane from the container
through the dip tube. Other piping provided the necessary purge,
vacuum, and venting capabilities. A diagram of the piping is
shown in Figure 7.
The Callery test facility was prepared prior to delivery
of the container. Upon receipt of the container, its external
pipi n g was connected to the loading, unloading, and purge lines
of the test facility.
CHECKOUT AT CALLERY
Vacuum Retention
After receiving the container, periodic measurements of
pressure on the annular (insulation) space were made. The re-
sults, plotted in Figure 8, show a slow rise in pressure (loss
of vacuum). The rise from 45 microns-to 180 microns was accept-
able, as CVI felt their design would still be quite safe even at
200 microns. Based on their past experience CVI attributed the
rise to movement of the perlite during shipment, because leakage
invariably causes a much higher rate of pressure rise.
Unloading Rate with Methanol
The container was filled with methanol for cleanout, after
first measuring tare weight (2615.5 pounds). Container volume
was confirmed by weight of methanol required for f i l l i n g .
Methanol was pressurized from the container dip tube into the
diborane piping for cleanout.
While unloading methanol from the container, flow rate
measurements were made with various pressure drops. These
data, listed in Table 3 and plotted in "Figure 9, conform to
theequation:
x = 9.52 log y -10.4
where x = flow rate, gallons per minute
y = pressure drop, psi
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Table 3A gives a more general analysis of the methanol unload-
ing test data, also shown in Figure 9A. Although these data
were not in the Reynolds Number range of interest for diborane
unloading, they did suggest that the required 0,2 pound per
second diborane unloading rate could be achieved with little
difficulty (see also "DIBORANE UNLOADING TESTS", pages 29 and
30).
Instruments and Controls
Preliminary checkout of instruments was completed. The
level indicator had to be calibrated with diborane rather than
methanol; so that was done when charging. The level instrument
zero was preset by CVI and did not need to be changed, but the
span was reset using the scale as a basis for diborane level.
While transferring methanol, the scale was rechecked against
other scales to confirm calibration., During methanol flow rate
tests, the container pressure gauge was checked against other
calibrated gauges. There was a small difference between temp-
erature of methanol charged and the container temperature in-
dicator reading. It was discovered that low ambient temperature
had a noticeable effect on battery output voltage. The battery
manufacturer stated that even at -20°F. there should still be
reasonable output at somewhat reduced voltage. The alarm would
still operate properly, but not as loud or as long.
Drying of the container by nitrogen purging and vacuum was
completed on 28 January 1970. The facility installation and
leak test were completed by that time, and preparations were
made to begin filling the container. Diborane production was
scheduled to have the required amount in storage at the desired
time.
DIBORANE CHARGE
Charging of diborane into the container was started on
2 February 1970. After starting late in the day, approximately
25 pounds of diborane was loaded in 30 minutes. As expected,
pressure rose in the container because of diborane vaporization
while the inner tank was being cooled. A slight diborane odor
was detected during filling operations, but no leaks were dis-
covered by test of external piping. Overnight the diborane odor
became more pronounced, and its source was traced to the dry ice
chamber. This suggested 'either the level probe or temperature
probe as source of leakage.
On 2 February 1970 the diborane was unloaded back into the
storage system, after which the container was purged with
nitrogen to remove practically all of the diborane to make the
container safe for maintenance. After removing the residual dry
ice, the cover was removed from theprotective enclosure around
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the top of the temperature and level probes. No leakage was
detected at 50 psig, but leakage occurred in the level probe
assembly when the pressure was raised to 75 psig.
Purging of the container was continued to assure safety
during maintenance work. The necessary special tools were
fabricated by CVI Corporation, and on 13 February 1970 a CVI
representative visited Callery to assist in making repairs.
As expected, the temperature probe was tight; and the level
probe assembly was slightly loose. Both probes appeared to be
well sealed to the container, as only the Teflon seal within
the level probe assembly had relaxed after cooling. After
tightening, no leakage could be detected. The container was
then cooled and tested several times with no evidence of leak-
age. The level probe manufacturer reported that they would
not anticipate leakage after following this procedure.
Diborane was charged into the container on March 9, 10,
25, and 26; and the last of the 200 pounds was charged on 6
April 1970. Container loading proceeded without difficulty.
No leakage of diborane could be detected after the earlier
repair and test. Delays were caused by weather, scheduling,
and other factors unrelated to container or facility perfor-
mance. The level indicator was reset when the container was
about half ful1.
THERMAL TEST # 1
Immediately after the container was fully charged with
diborane on 6 April 1970, the dry ice chamber was packed full
of dry ice. Net weight of ice was 100 pounds, bringing the
gross shipping weight up to 2913 pounds. The container was
sealed as it would be for shipment, and ambient temperature
was set to control 75 to 80°F. during the test. Temperature,
pressure, and weight were recorded twice a day; other read-
ings which required removal of the side panel, were recorded
less frequently.
Test data are listed in Table 4 and plotted in Figure 10.
Container performance was completely unsatisfactory, as all of
the dry ice was gone in 7-1/2 days and diborane temperature
rose to -35°C. in 9-1/2 days. Design specifications were for
a time of 30 days before temperature reached -35°C.
The time to reach -35°C. might have been extended by as
much as five days if i n i t i a l diborane temperature had been at
-78.5°C. (dry ice temperature). The container temperature i n d i -
cator read the in i t i a l diborane temperature as -70°C.; however,
it now appears that the thermocouple was influenced by the dry
ice. Actual i n i t i a l diborane temperature, based on vapor pres-
sure data, is believed to have been about -54°C.
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The test was continued until near the end of the eleventh
day, at which time more dry ice was added. Thereafter dry ice
was recharged as often as necessary, while additional data were
recorded to obtain further information about heat leak rate.
Data are shown in Figure 11.
TEST DATA ANALYSIS
Test data were reported promptly to CVI Corporation, the
sub-contractor who designed the container for 30-day storage
time. At the same time Callery personnel proceeded with inde-
pendent analysis of the data in an effort to interpret results.
The conclusion reached from the Callery analysis was that ex-
cessive heat leakage occurred for two reasons: (1) pressure
rise in the insulation space resulted in a substantial increase
in thermal conductivity through the perlite insulation and (2)
design in the neck area permitted a very significant heat leak,
some of which occurred through direct metal connections between
the dry ice chamber and the surroundings.
Based on Gallery's heat transfer anlaysis, the following
recommendations were made to CVI Corporation:
1. Repump insulation space to below 50 microns and maintain no
higher than 100 microns.
2. Fabricate a new thermal plug with stainless steel retainer
replaced by material with low thermal conductivity.
3. Remove the stainless steel sleeve which protects the bellows
and replace it with a material having low thermal conduc-
tivity.
CVI agreed with these recommendations, and added the possibility
of the vacuum pump-out filter housing causing a thermal short
between the inner and outer vessel. Arrangements were made to
proceed with the necessary modifications.
DIBORANE UNLOADING TESTS
Diborane was unloaded from the container with no problems,
and rate was higher than the minimum requirements. Specification
for unloading rate was at least 0.2 pound l i q u i d diborane per
second with pressure differential of 100 psi. Actual unloading
rate of over 0.2 pound per second was obtained with a pressure,
differential of only 20 psi.
Unloading rate was determined by measuring the time required
for a given change in container gross weight, with regulated
pressurization of the container and back pressure control on
l i q u i d from the dip tube. Data measurements with l i q u i d diborane
temperature of -38°C. were as follows:
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Pressure, Psjg AP Flow Rate
Container Outlet PSI L b / S e c . G P M
250 230 20 0.23 4.6
265 230 35 0.30 6.0
Unloading would normally occur at a temperature lower than the
-38°C. used for testing; therefore, the higher density at lower
temperature would permit still higher rates. Even at -38°C.
the unloading rate should^be over 0.4 pound per second with 100
psi pressure differential. Analysis of diborane unloading data
is included ,in Table 3A and in Figure 9A, along with the methanol
unloading data. Reynolds Number corresponding to methanol data
is too low to be of interest for unloading diborane. Relating
the methanol data to diborane could be misleading, because
diborane tends to behave as a somewhat compressible liquid.
Following unloading tests, the container was cleaned by the
procedure Gallery had previously developed for cleaning diborane
cylinders:
1. Purge with nitrogen.
2. Wash with naphtha.
3. Wash with isopropyl alcohol.
4. Wash with methyl alcohol.
After completion of these steps, the container was washed with
water in anticipation of return to CVI for revisions.
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TABLE 3
UNLOADING TEST DATA
OBTAINED WITH METHANOL ( -1°C.)*
Conta iner Downst ream Pressure Methanol Flow Flow Flow
Pressure , Pressure, Di f ferent ia l , We igh t T ime , Rate , Ra te ,
ps ig psi n psl Ibs. m1n. Ib /sec. gal /m1n
280 250 30 50 1.998 0 .42 3 .71
290 250 40 50 1 . 555 0 .54 4 . 7 6
200 150 50 50 1.268 0 .66 5 .84
200 150 50 50 1.285 0 .65 5 . 7 6
250 150 100 50 0 .875 0 .95 8 . 4 7
200 50 150 50 0 .725 1.15 10.2
200 50 150 50 0 .732 1.14 10.1
200 100 100 50 0.839 0.99 8 .83
200 100 100 50 0.848 0.98 8 .74
200 150 50 50 1.280 0 .65 5 .79
200 150 50 50 1.275 0 .65 5.81
x » 9.52 log y -10.4
where x » f low rate, ga l lons per minute
y » pressure di f ferential , psl
Smoothed Data:
5.76 GPM @ 50 psl
8.63 GPM G> 100 psl
10.3 GPM @ 150 psl
*Density 50.6 Ibs/ft.
Viscosity 0,8 cp.
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TABLE 3A
ANALYSIS OF
UNLOADING TEST DATA
p AP / m = K / 2 gc A
where K = F ( R e ) ; Re = if i /y(4/Trd)
p = 50.6 lb/ft, for Methanol @ -1°C
p = 21.6 lb/ft for Diborane @ -38°C
y = 5 .38 X 10-" Ib/ft sec for Methanol @ -1°C
y = 0 .477 X 10- lb/ft sec for Diborane 0 -38°C
gc = 32.2 Ib-m ft/lb-f sec'
= Area ft2
let K contain the convers ion factor 144, to use AP
as Ib-f/ in instead of l b - f / f t .
METHANOL
AP
Pressure
Differential
psi
30
40
50
50
100
150
150
100
100
50
50
m
Flow
Rate
Ib-m/sec
0.417
0.536
0.657
0.648
0.952
1.15
1.14
0.993
9.983
0.651
0.654
[See Figure 9A]
AP m
8720
7050
5860
6020
5580
5750
5840
5130
5240
5970
5910
775
996
1220
1200
1770
2140
2120
1850
1830
1210
1220
DIBORANE
20
35
0.23
0.30
8170
8400
4820
6290
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FIGURE 7
LOADING AND UNLOADING FACILITY G GALLERY
DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER
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FIGURE 9A
10 V
CONTAINER UNLOADING DATA
BASED ON p AP/m2 » K/2 gc A2
where K = F(Re) ; Re » m/y(4/TrD)
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PERFORMANCE TEST # 2
CONTAINER MODIFICATIONS
The diborane shipping container, having been thoroughly
cleaned, was shipped empty to CVI on 11 August 1970 for modi-
fications. CVI received the container on 25 August 1970, and
started evaluation and modifications. The container arrived
lying on its side in the truck; however, there was no apparent
damage other than a crack in one lucite window.
Upon receipt of the container CVI conducted tests prior
to start of modifications. Insulation space vacuum was broken
with nitrogen; and a Callery (MSA) borane detector was used to
check for diborane in the annular space, with negative results.
The vacuum space was evacuated to 15 microns, the inner tank
was pressurized with helium to 100 psig, and the entire container
was bagged with helium. No leaks were detected by mass spectro-
meter at maximum sensitivity. This seemed to Vindicate that there
were no leaks; and that vacuum deterioration was due to internal
out-gassing from the inner shell, epoxy thread locks, and perlite.
Modifications to the pumpout assembly, bellows protective
sleeve, and thermal plug were completed according to details
given in the DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION section.
CONTAINER TESTING AT CVI
The following procedure was used for container testing at CVI:
1. Check perlite fill port; add perlite if necessary.
2. Wrap container with heating tapes and blankets.
3. Pump vacuum while heating for a minimum of 96 hours, or
until static vacuum of five microns is achieved. Take
periodic vacuum readings three times daily and record.
4. Remove heating tapes, and vacuum retention test for seven
days. Record vacuum readings daily.
5. F i l l container with l i q u i d nitrogen until l i q u i d level
gage indicates half full. Top off daily for three days.
6. Connect gas wet test meter and measure boil-off for
eight hours.
7. Drain l i q u i d nitrogen, close vent, and charge dry ice
space with 100 pounds of crushed dry ice.
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8. Read and record temperature of inner shell dally (same for
vacuum) until dry ice is gone.
9. Clean-up and ship.
Vacuum Retention Test
Vacuum retention test data obtained are given in Table 5.
Figure 12 shows a plot of data beginning with the minimum
a comparison tosure achieved (seven microns), and shows
obtained on the original pumpdown. This
effective in removing water, believed to
of vacuum in earlier tests.
pres-
data
pumpdown was more
be responsible for loss
The vacuum retention test was completed on 10 November 1970.
Insulation space pressure rose to nine microns in 20 hours, and
remained at nine microns after 75 hours. Later readings of ten
microns were obtained, but pressure was down to nine microns when
the test was concluded after 310 hours.
Thermal Test with LN?
Thermal testing was then started by adding l i q u i d nitrogen
to the inner tank and dry ice at the top. As expected, the in-
sulation space pressure dropped off scale (less than one micron);
but on the morning of the third day pressure was up to ten microns,
Helium was charged on top of the LN2> and a mass spec test was
made with negative results. When the LN2 was gone, the inner tank
was pressured to 450 psig with helium; and again a mass spec test
was negative. Repeat of the cooling cycle produced the same
pressure behavior, sudden rise on the third day. Leakage through
the outer shell was then checked by bagging and mass spec tests,
and this time the results were positive. The leak was isolated
and found to be at the point where the vent tube passes through
the outer shell. This joint was rewelded and retested to check
that leakage had been stopped.
Following repair of the leak, it was necessary to heatup
the inner tank prior to repumping the insulation space. After
four days of purging with 250°F. air to heat the
the exhaust air was still 0°F., insulation space
risen from less than one micron to 6.5 microns,
purge was continued while pumping the insulation
was down to 11 microns on 21 December 1970. Pumpdown was term-
inated when pressure in the insulation space was down to four
microns, with purge gas exit temperature up to 80°F.
lnner tank ,
pressure had
The hot gas
space, which
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Thermal testing was then restarted by f i l l i n g the inner
tank completely full of l i q u i d nitrogen, and packing dry ice
in the chamber above the inner tank. Table 6 gives the data
obtained, showing an equilibrium heat leak rate less than 85
BTU/hr. Taking into account the lower temperature differential
for diborane, calculations indicated a diborane storage cap-
ability of 25 to 30 days. On 11 January 1971 CVI was authorized
to return the container. Shipment was made on 13 January 1971,
and the container arrived at Gallery on 21 January 1971.
CHECKOUT AT GALLERY
The container arrived at Gallery in good condition. In-
sulation space pressure remained below five microns for several
days, with temperature still below ambient.
Diborane inventory was b u i l t u p , and the loading facility
was reactived in preparation for charging diborane into the con-
tainer.
The container was washed with methanol to remove water
and/or other reactive materials. Drying was accomplished by
pumping vacuum on the inner tank while heating the external
section of the inner tank exposed via the dry ice chamber.
Data obtained after receiving the container are given in
the beginning of Table 7. Insulation space pressure, which
had been less than five microns for about three weeks, rose to
450 microns when the inner tank was heated; but upon subsequent
cooling to sub-zero temperatures, the pressure dropped only to
about 70 microns. This suggested that heating released hydro-
gen from the stainless steel and/or released some water vapor
from the perlite. Additional cooling was used to distinguish
between these effects.
The inner tank was cooled, i n i t i a l l y with dry ice and sub-
sequently with l i q u i d nitrogen. Pressure did not drop below
45 microns, which indicated presence of non-condensables, most
likely hydrogen released from the stainless steel during heating,
It became necessary, therefore, to setup a vacuum system and
pump the insulation space to a better vacuum.
REPUMP OF INSULATION SPACE
Data for the repumping are also recorded in Table 7; but
are summarized by Figure 13, which shows insulation space pres-
sure and container temperature versus time. The container was
reheated as it had been for drying; then the heat was turned
off while continuing to pump on the insulation space. The
vacuum system initially setup was only capable of achieving 53
microns on the container; so the necessary modifications were
made to achieve better vacuum. With the new system, container
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pressure was quickly reduced to 15 microns. Pumping was con-
tinued for several more days with moderate heating of the
container.
PRECOOLING
Diborane product ion and other preparatory jobs were sched-
uled w i th plans to charge diborane into the container the week
of 19 Apri l 1971.
Liquid ni trogen was charged to the inner tank on 13 Apr i l
1971 to precool the container, a l l ow ing one week to reach equil ib-
rium. Procedures were written to prevent any possibil i ty of pro-
blems due to the l iquid nitrogen precool ing. A pos i t i ve pressure
was mainta ined at all times to prevent condensing water or oxygen
in the liquid nitrogen. Addi t ional l iquid nitrogen was charged on
16 Apr i l 1971; then on 20 Apri l 1971, the day before s tar t ing to
charge diborane, the excess liquid nitrogen was removed. Thus
there was not suf f ic ient l iquid nitrogen remaining to cause ex-
c e s s i v e freezing of the diborane, a l though the empty inner tank
was intentionally cooled to we l l be low the -80°C. at wh ich diborane
was to be charged.
Precoo l ing data are g iven in Tab le 8. Final temperature
after seven days was -100°C.
DIBORANE CHARGE
Diborane was charged into the container on 21 and 22 Apri l
1971. Just prior to charging, the gas inside the inner tank was
sampled and found to contain only nitrogen. The charg ing pro-
cedure was des igned to ach ieve an initial liquid diborane temp-
erature approaching -80°C. Data for the diborane charge are
given in Table 9.
The diborane was charged in two s teps , separa ted by venting
of nitrogen initially present and a smal l quantity of inerts fed
wi th the diborane. This vent ing to remove non-condensab les is
referred to as " topping" . Figure 14 shows the main charge, in
which 203 .5 pounds was added on 21 Apri l 1971. Rate of addit ion
was control led by a s l o w drain from the condenser , maintain ing
suf f ic ient residence time in the condenser for the l iquid diborane
to approach dry ice temperature. Charg ing proceeded wi th no pro-
b lems; the dip tube p lugged momentari ly when the l iquid reached
that height, but the tube freed i tself as soon as the feed pressure
builtup sl ight ly. This f reez ing of d iborane created no problem,
and conf i rmed that precool ing had been e f fec t ive .
Topping off the non-condensab les reduced the contents to 197
pounds, so a smal l diborane charge was made on 22 Apri l 1971.
Afa in the container was intentionally overcharged to permit
addit ional topping. Final diborane net we igh t was 201 .5 pounds
after the second topping.
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THERMAL TEST #2
Immediately after topping to remove most of the non-con-
densab les , dry ice was charged in preparat ion for the thermal
storage test. A total of 108 pounds of dry ice was added, and
the container was sea led to begin the test on 1645 on 22 Apr i l
1971. The storage test was continued until 21 May 1971. Re-
sults were sat is factory in terms of adequate time for shipment.
Complete data for the storage test are g iven in Table 10.
Smoothed data in Tab le 11 were obta ined by p lot t ing dry ice
weight , container pressure, and container temperature; and fitt ing
a series of straight lines through each set of data. These points
were used to construct the graph of Figure 15. Interpolat ion and
ext rapo la t ion of these data produced the even-day results pre-
sented in Table 12.
TEST DATA ANALYSIS
To place results in the proper context , it is appropriate
to preface the performance data with a considerat ion of limita-
t ions. The l imitation on sa fe storage or shipment time is pres-
sure, as shown by the fo l low ing table for 200 pounds of diborane.
LIQUID VAPOR LIQUID
TEMP., PRESSURE, FILL
°C. PSIG % of VOL.
0 385 76
9.8 500 88
12.2 550 98
12.5 560 100
Complete l iquid fill occurs at 12 .5 °C . ; whereas maximum work ing
pressure of 500 psig is reached near 10°C. For a practical
limit, we chose a pressure of 400 psig; w h i c h , a l lowing for
smal l part ial pressure of non-condensables , is equivalent to
about 0°C. This then becomes the temperature at which the con-
tainer should be iced to recool; real izing, however, that is
not an absolu te limit. Secondly , from the product purity
standpoint it is des i rab le that the normal maximum temperature
be maintained about -25 to - 3 5 ° C . , below wh ich decompos i t ion is
essent ia l ly nil. Initially -35°C. had been se lec ted as the
normal maximum operating temperature; that is, the temperature
reached by a container del ivered on schedu le . Ga l le ry ' s pro-
posal to NASA s tated "The container wi l l be designed and built
to mainta in l iquid diborane at temperature between -35°C .
and -80°C. for a period of at least 20 days ". Ca l l e r y ' s
spec i f i ca t ion to our sub-contractor , CVI Corporat ion, had been
for 30 days between these temperatures.
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Figure 15 and Table 12 show that, although dry ice was spent
in fourteen days, it was over twenty days before l i q u i d diborane
temperature reached -35°C. When the test was discontinued after
29 days, the pressure was 300 psig and the temperature was -10°C.
Extrapolation of temperature rise at the same rate (actually the
rate would go down slightly with lower temperature difference)
shows that 0°C. would not be reached until over 33 days. Thus
Callery's requirement of 20 days to -35°C. was achieved; and this
performance was adequate for consideration of a 20-day shipping
permit, both in terms of safety factor to locate and reice a lost
shipment and in terms of preserving product purity. It should be
possible, however, to routinely obtain delivery within fifteen
days, particularly in view of the fact that we currently make
shipment within ten days. Use of a fifteen day permit may have
the effect of expediting delivery more than a twenty day permit.
In any case the safe shipping time is well over thirty days.
The insulation space pressure remained low, demonstrating
that there was no measureable leak. Absolute pressure was less
than one micron at the start of the test, after the l i q u i d nitro-
gen precooling; and rose to about five microns after fourteen
days, when dry ice was gone and diborane temperature neared -70°C.
As the temperature rose, insulation space pressure rose to about
twenty microns at -10°C.; however, upon recooling to -70°C.,
pressure returned to about five microns.
Indicated temperature is sensed by a thermocouple on the
inside top of the sphere. Proximity of the dry ice influences
this temperature reading; therefore, a more accurate temperature
for the l i q u i d diborane is obtained from the pressure reading.
Using known vapor pressure data, and allowing for partial pressure
of the measured non-condensable present, a reliable temperature
may be calculated. The temperature reported in Table 12 is the
actual temperature, back-calculated from pressure readings. In-
dicated and actual temperatures began to converge after all of
the dry ice was gone.
During the 22nd day the container was lifted and given a
turbulent sloshing to check for possible stratification. There
was no change at all in the pressure, therefore no change in
temperature of the surface layer of l i q u i d with which the vapor
is in equilibirium. The indicated temperature did change, support-
ing the fact that a lag exists because the temperature sensing
element is in the vapor space. A longer thermocouple extending
to the bottom of the sphere would read liquid diborane temperature
and eliminate the lag, therefore would be recommended for future
contai ners.
The alarm activated during the 20th day, when indicated
temperature was -32°C. and actual temperature was -40°C.
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POST-TEST RECOOL
At the end of the 29th day, dry ice was added. This ended
the thermal test to determine safe shipping time; however, data
recording was continued to demonstrate the recpoling capability
of the container.
Data given in Table 13 show that repeated dry ice addition
brought the indicated temperature down as low as -77°C. and
actual temperature down to -72°C. Diborane could be stored in-
definitely under these conditions without any significant de-
composition. The temperature indicator required periodic main-
tenance, having a tendency to stick (for example Table 13, page
74, at 48.97 days); therefore, temperature derived from pressure
is referred to as "actual temperature".
On 11 June 1971 the container's center of gravity was experi-
mentally determined by measuring the angle of inclination when the
container was suspended from each of the four lifting loops. This
information had been requested by DOT, and was included in the
Petition to DOT for Special Permit.
On 23 June 1971, after over 61 days from the start of the test,
a gas sample was taken to check for possible diborane decomposition.
The results showed that diborane decomposition was less than 0.005
percent for a time period of over sixty days.
After taking the above sample, the diborane was removed from
the container as needed for various uses.
CONTAINER CLEANOUT
Diborane was removed from the container as demands occurred,
and the residual amount was removed from the container back into
the regular plant storage tank on 13 August 1971. The container
was then given a thorough cleanout. These steps did not present
any new operations, having been done after the previous storage
test.
After emptying and purging with nitrogen, the container was
washed with naphtha, isopropanol, and methane!. No problems were
encountered in the cleanout; and no reaction indicative of solids
formation was detected, even in the line to the gauge where di-
borane had been exposed to room temperature for over 100 days.
SHIPPING TEST
The only remaining experimental work required by this pro-
gram was a shipping test to confirm structural integrity of the
contai ner.
Methanol was selected to simulate diborane in the shipping
test. The container was to be loaded with 200 pounds of methanol,
pressurized with nitrogen, and fully charged with dry ice; and
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then sh ipped to the Gallery Chemical Company plant in Lawrence,
Kansas , There data were to be recorded, and the container re-
sh ipped back to the Cal lery , Pennsy lvan ia site.
Methanol wash was removed from the container, and 200 pounds
of clean methanol was charged to the container in preparat ion for
the shipping test.
DOT replied to our inquiry about the methanol shipment, and
adv ised that a specia l permit was required. Permiss ion for test
shipment of methanol had to become a part of the diborane specia l
permit. The test shipment was therefore delayed until receipt of
the spec ia l permit.
To prepare for shipments using the new container, a meeting
was held on 25 August 1971 wi th the terminal manager of the truck-
ing company who handled many of our prev ious diborane sh ipments .
This meet ing, wh ich included our engineer ing and t raf f ic personnel
was most helpful to inform the carrier of our requirements; and
we were p leased by his favorable comments on container design. It
appears that the container wil l not create any specia l shipping
problems.
Upon receipt of the special permit, preparat ions were made
to begin the shipping test. The permit references to Tit le 49
of the Code of Federal Regulat ions were obta ined and rev iewed to
assure compl iance w i th the permit. Other shipment preparat ions
were completed, and shipment to Ga l l e r y ' s plant in Lawrence,
Kansas was made on 12 January 1972 by motor f reight.
Accord ing to the planned procedure, the container with 200
pounds of methanol was pressur ized to 100 ps ig wi th ni trogen; and
108 pounds of dry ice was charged into the dry ice chamber just
prior to shipment. Insulat ion space pressure before adding dry
ice was 7 microns; however , ambient temperature was low. At 75 to
80°F. temperature, this pressure is about 30 to 40 microns. Gross
shipping we ight was 2925 pounds.
The container arrived at the Lawrence, Kansas plant on 21
January 1972. There was no apparent damage resul t ing from the
shipment. Thermal data was not part of the shipping test, but
the container temperature at arr ival was -28°C. Insulation space
pressure had dropped to 1.5 microns due to the dry ice added be-
fore sh ipment*
The container was then sh ipped from the Lawrence, Kansas
plant on 28 January 1972. Delivery was made 7 February 1972 to
CVI Corporat ion, where arrangements had been made to correct
some inaccurac ies in wording on the U-1A Manufac tu rer ' s Data
Report for Unfired Pressure V e s s e l s . Aga in there was no apparent
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damage in shipment. Container temperature was +1°C., and
insulation space pressure was 9 microns.
This successful shipping test completed all experimental
work on this program. CVI called the code inspector to
correct the U-1A Form, and a Corrected Data Report for Form
U-1A Manufacturers' Data Report was issued 21 March 1972. The
container was_returned to Callery on 18 April 1972, after
which it was dried and prepared for service.
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TABLE 5
DIBORANE SHIPPING
VACUUM RETENTION TEST @
CONTAINER
CVI (NOV. 1970)
DATE TIME HOURS
10/26/70
10/26/70
10/27/70
10/27/70
10/28/70
10/28/70
10/29/70
10/29/70
10/30/70
10/30/70
11/2/70
11/2/70
11/3/70
11/3/70
11/3/70
11/4/70
11/4/70
11/5/70
11/5/70
11/6/70
1205
1545
0710
1515
0710
1530
0730
1540
0715
1515
0710
1530
0710
1100
1515
0710
1425
0715
1415
0720
0
4
19
27
43
51
67
75
91
99
139
147
163
167
171
187
194
211
218
235
PRESSURE
MICRONS Hg
20
23
20
19
18
14
14
10
10
9
9
7,5
7.5
7
8
9
9
9
9
9
TEMP,
AMB
73
73
70
74
70
73
73
73
70
74
72
75
72
74
75
72
74
72
74
72
?F
CONTR
.
-
-
-
_
-
-
-
-
98
91
89
89
89
88
88
88
88
88
86
REMARKS
Stopped pumping
Minimum pressure
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TABLE 11
DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER
30-DAY STORAGE TEST RESULTS
SMOOTHED DATA-LINEAR SEGMENTS
T I M E
D A Y S
0
0
0
0
1
2
11
11
12,
12,
13,
13,
13,
13,
14,
14.
15.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
19.
19.
20.
21.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
26.
28.
28.
29.
00
01
,10
21
65
65
29
64
29
68
10
64
67
88
02
30
10
81
66
86
29
03
10
66
66
87
89
34
22
65
64
64
96
93
94
•72
D R Y I C E
LBS
108.0
96.75
15.75
8.5
29.98
0
65.5
22.5
13.5
P R E S .
P S I G
18
19
26
39
42
49
TEMP °C. REMARKS
120
173
231
300
290
140
125
ACTUAL
-79.
-
-77.
-73.
-
-65.
-
-65.
-
-
-62.
;
-
-53.
-
-43.
_
-
-34.
-
-
0
5
0
8
0
1
8
0
7
INDIC.
-85.
-82
-
'
-77.
-
-71
-
-68
-61
-54
-47
_
-41
-38.
-
-32
-30
-
-26
-21.
5
5
5
5
-27.0
-17.6
-11.0
-12.3
-36.0
-39.2
-18
•10
• 9
•10
•33
•39
Start
Al arm
Slosh
Dry Ice A d d e d
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TABLE 12
DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER
30-DAY STORAGE TEST RESULTS
SMOOTHED DATA-EVEN DAYS
TIME, DRY ICE. PRESSURE TEMP.,
DAYS POUNDS PSIG °C
0 108.0
1 101.2
2 93.8
3 85.4
4 77.0
5 68.6
6 60.2
7 51.8
8 43.4
9 35.0
10 26.6
11 18.2
12 10.6
13 4.7
14 0
15 0
16 0
17 0
18 0
19 0
20 0
21 0
22 0
23 0
24 0 • ' '
25 0
26 0
27 0
28 0
*29 0
*30 0
*31 0
*32 0
*33 0
*34 0
^Extrapolation
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18.0
21.5
24.2
26.5
27.7
29.0
30.3
31.6
32.9
34.2
35.5
36.8
38.1
40.0
45.7
59.5
74.5
89.5
104.5
119.5
135.5
151.5
167.6
184.6
' 202J2 ' -
219.8
238.6
259.5
280.5
301.5
322.4
343.4
364.4
385.4
406.3
-79.0
-76.0
-74.2
-72.8
-72.1
-71.4
-70.7
-70.0
-69.3
-68.6
-67.9
-67.2
-66.6
-65.9
-63.5
-58.3
-53.0
-48.6
-44.3
-40.5
-37.0
-33.7
-30.7
-27.7
-24.9
-22.1
-19.4
-16.6
-13.7
-10.8
- 7.9
- 5.3
- 2.8
- 0.5
+ 1.6
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CCC 72-5
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION APPROVAL
PRELIMINARY CONTACTS
Preliminary contacts were made with regulatory agencies con-
cerned with approval of the final container design. In the past
it had been advantageous to begin such correspondence during the
planning stage of new containers. Accordingly we contacted the
U.S. Department of Transportation (Secretary, Hazardous Materials
Regulations Board) and Bureau of Explosives, Association of
American Railroads (T»C, George, Director and Chief Inspector).
In these communications, we outlined the planned project and ex-
pressed our intent to periodically submit further information as
i t was developed,
A letter was received from the Department of Transportation,
Office of Hazardous Materials in reply to our letter informing
them of the general plans for the diborane shipping container.
Their letter indicated lack of background knowledge on shipment
of diborane (stating that diborane "has not generally been per-
mitted to be shipped in pure form, but rather in mixtures" and
"For small quantities, under temperature controlled conditions,
shipment of the pure form has been allowed"). Further, it stated
that they "must be very critical in our evaluation because of
the very high hazard level product involved".
As in the past when new personnel became involved with approval
of diborane shipping permits, it was necessary to visit the DOT
office to present the record of our successful diborane shi p p i n g
and handling. This resulted in a better understanding of diborane
shipping, and they expressed a desire to cooperate with us on this
project. Since the new container was to have a longer hold time
and since it was to use the proven dry ice approach for cooling,
there was no reason to anticipate any serious problems in obtain-
ing approval for the larger quantity.
Following the design meeting with CVI on 19 March 1969, con-
tacts were made with representatives of Bureau of Explosives,
Association of American Railroads, to report and discuss changes
in container design.
DESIGN REVIEH
Upon completion of container design, contacts were made with
regulatory agencies to keep them informed for subsequent approval
of the final container.
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Complete sets of fabrication drawings were provided on
15 July 1969 to Department of Transportation, Hazardous Materials
Regulation Board and to Bureau of Explosives, Association of
American Railroads. Followup contacts were made regarding cod-
ing of the vessel, which was not required for their approval;
and there v/ere no objections from these agencies on container
design or test plan.
On 8 September 1969 the Bureau of Explosives requested a
meeting at their laboratory to discuss the drawings sent to
them on 15 July 1969. This meeting was held on 24 September
1969. The functional assembly drawing was helpful to them in
understanding the container. A number of questions were answered;
and in general they were very well pleased with the container.
They felt that tubing leading from the inner vessel was vulner-
able to damage with only 16 gage metal around the top. We agreed
to explore the possibility of reinforcing this area.
The recommended changes, made to provide additional pro-
tection, were reported to the Bureau of Explosives. Revised
copies of the functional assembly drawing, showing additional
protection for external piping, were sent on 31 October 1969 to
Bureau of Explosives, Association of American Railroads and to
Department of Transportation, Hazardous Materials Regulation
Board.
The Bureau of Explosives replied on 1 December 1969 as follows
"In reply to your letter of October 31 furnishing me drawings of
the modifications to the 200 pound diborane vessel, we have now
reviewed it and shall take no exceptions,,"
The Department of Transportation, Office of Hazardous Mat-
erials made a belated reply to the information we submitted on
15 July and 3 November 1969. They made favorable comments on
the concept and design, and presented some minor questions.
These questions were answered in our letter dated 18 December 1969
REQUEST FOR SPECIAL PERMIT
Contact was reestablished with the Bureau of Explosives,
Association of American Railroads, to report having completed
testing of the container. They were familiar with this program
as a result of our visit there on 24 September 1969, as well as
other letter and telephone correspondence. In accordance with
the directions received, and as we have done previously for
other new containers, the first step toward obtaining a permit
was to submit data and as-built drawings to the Bureau of Ex-
plosives, as well as to Mr. Gordon Rousseau at Department of
Transportation. Mr. Rousseau and other at DOT were also familiar
with our container through prior correspondence.
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The petition to DOT for special permit is included as
Appendix A of this report, since the petition document is a
matter of record with DOT and is referred to in the permit.
This written presentation on the the diborane shipping con-
tainer was sent on 18 June 1971 to Mr. Gordon Rousseau, Chief
of Special Permits Branch, Office of Hazardous Materials, De-
partment of Transportation. Copies were also sent to the Bureau
of Explosives, Association of American Railroads, as well as to
appropriate NASA offices. The written presentation requested
a special permit based on a shipping time of fifteen days, and
test results were interpreted in support of this request. The
container design was also discussed, and complete sets of as-
bui l t drawings were provided to DOT and Bureau of Explosives.
DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL PERMIT TERMS
Mr. Paul Seay from the DOT Office of Hazardous Materials
called Gallery on 16 July 1971. Some details of container
design and performance were discussed, but primarily the dis-
cussion centered around appropriate wording of the special
permit. Procedures for safe return of the container were dis-
cussed at this time, and again on 21 July 1971.
Net Weight Limits
Callery also recommended a limit on minimum net weight of
diborane to be shipped, and a confirming letter was sent to DOT
on 29 July 1971 with extrapolated test data for quantities less
than 200 pounds. The recommended lower l i m i t was 100 pounds
net weight of diborane. This letter was directed to Mr. James
Grothe, who replaced Gordon Rousseau as Chief of Special Per-
mits Branch in the DOT Office of Hazardous Materials. Copies
were sent to the Bureau of Explosives and NASA offices, as with
the i n i t i a l presentation.
Test Shipment with Methanol
Shipment of methanol in the new container was discussed
with Bureau of Explosives, who agreed that it should be per-
mitted; but recommended clearing the shipment with the Depart-
ment of Transportation. Mr. Raines and Mr. Seay of DOT advised
that methanol could not be shipped without a special permit, and
Mr. Seay recommended making this part of the diborane permit.
Accordingly a confirming letter was sent to DOT.on 20 August
1971, with copies to Bureau of Explosives and appropriate NASA
offices. The letter recommended a statement to the effect:
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"For container qualification test requirements,
methanol (only) may be shipped in this container.
Such test with methanol may be repeated as deemed
necessary. Quantity range limitations cited for
diborane will apply; however, requirement for
preceding is not applicable."
Diborane Classification
The DOT Office of Hazardous Materials completed drafting
of the special permit on 20 August 1971, and began to circulate
it to the various modes of transportation for approval. The
permit was approved by the Federal Highway Administration without
any questions of Gallery. On 13 August 1971 we made a separate
contact with the Bureau of Explosives, who said they would take
no exceptions.
When the permit reached Federal Railroad Administration,
Mr. Quentin Banks of that agency contacted Gallery with numerous
questions about container design, performance, and procedures.
These questions were all answered to his satisfaction; however,
during the course of discussions with Mr. Banks, we learned for
the first time that DOT-OHM had classified diborane as a Class A
Poison. The permit had been written for rail freight shipment,
since the Class A Poison classification prohibits rail express
shipment.
On 10 September 1971 a letter was sent to Mr. James Grothe
at DOT-OHM, with copies to Bureau of Explosives and appropriate
NASA offices, requesting they withhold issue of the special permit
until the matter of classification had been resolved. The follow-
up phone conversations revealed that DOT was proposing a dual
classification; that is, the "Class A Poison" is in addition to,
rather than instead of, the "Flammable Compressed Gas" label pre-
sently used. On 27 October 1971 another letter was sent to Mr.
James Grothe at DOT-OHM, with copies to Bureau of Explosives and
appropriate NASA offices, outlining information to support our
position that diborane is not properly classified as a Class A
Poi son.
On 9 December 1971 Mr. Grothe reported by telephone that DOT
had ruled in favor of a dual classification: "Class A Poison"
and "Flammable Compressed Gas". DOT was requested to'issue the
special permit immediately. A letter was sent 10 December 1971
to confirm that request and to request consideration of approval
to ship by rail express in spite of the "Class A Poison" classi-
fication, since there are some areas where shipment must be made
by rail, and rail freight is too slow for shipment under the
limited-time permits. The latter was requested as a modification
of the permit, after initial issue to enable start of the methanol
shipping test.
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Bureau of Exp los ives
Separate contacts were also made with Bureau of Explos ives,
who have sole responsibil ity for approval of the relief system
and the refrigeration system. In August the Bureau o f :Exp los ives
Washington off ice indicated by telephone that they would take no
except ions- .Mr. Clyde Garland of the Wash ing ton of f ice cal led
on 13 September 1971 for more detai led information on. the relief
devices; and this was sent the fol lowing day. Then on 18 October
1971 Mr, Charles Schul tz from the Bureau of Exp los ives Raritan
Center Laboratory in New Jersey cal led to request further informa-
tion on four i tems: (1) capacity of safety relief dev ices , (2)
burst pressure of the diborane tank, (3) diborane heat of vapor-
ization at 50°F. , and (4) heat transfer coeff ic ient of perlite,,
This information was sent on 20 October 1971 to Mr . .Schu l tz , who
cal led again on 27 October 1971 concerning relief va lve capacity.
Using an equation from Compressed Gas Assoc ia t ion Pamphlet S-1,1
for DOT-4L containers, he ca lcu la ted a relief va l ve capaci ty re-
quirement higher than that of the ex is t ing va lve . Our reply of
5 November 1971 pointed out that the diborane container does not
fit the DOT-4L .spec i f i ca t i on ; and calculat ions were submitted to
show that diborane relief capaci ty ava i lab le is over three times
the capacity needed in a fire s i tuat ion.
No further questions were rece ived from the Bureau of Ex-
p los ives o
SPECIAL PERMIT ISSUE AND AMENDMENT
Special Permit Number 6 5 2 2 , w a s received from DOT on 27 Decem-
ber 1971, and a copy is included at the end of this sect ion of
the report. The permit as i ssued covered only motor vehic le
shipment; rail express was still under considerat ion by DOT.
Department of Transportat ion, O f f i ce of Hazardous. .Mater ia ls
fa i led to act on the request in our 10 december 1971.letter that
DOT consider approval of ra i l .express as a mode of transportat ion
for the 200-pound diborane shipping container. In our telephone
call on 6 March 1972 to the Federal Rai l road Administrat ion,
Quentin Banks sa id rail express probably cannot be given blanket
approval on . the spec ia l permit because of the " C l a s s A Po ison"
c lass i f i ca t ion for diborane. He did agree, however , that s ingle
trip approval wou ld be considered if and when the need ar ises.
To cover ant ic ipated NASA app l ica t ions , a letter was sent to
DOT-OHM on 3 March 1972 request ing an amendment to DOT Specia l
Permit No. 6522.permi t t ing shipment of quantit ies less than 100
pounds. Our recommendation was for a graduated shipping time, as
fol lows:
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15 days for 100 to 200 pounds
10 days for 50 to 99 pounds
5 days for 6 to 49 pounds
Quantity of 5 pounds or less qualifies as "empty" under the permit,
since total decomposition of the diborane would not overpressure
the container. Action on this amendment was requested by 15 April
1972,
On 15 March 1972 a letter was sent to DOT recommending the
following changes in wording of the permit to prevent misunder-
standing which could arise from the language as issued:
Paragraph 6
In line six, the sentence should stop after the word "insula-
tion1^ The remainder of that sentence should be incorporated in
a new sentence: "For diborane shipment, the dry ice chamber must
contain not less than 108 pounds of dry ice on the date of ship-
ment." (Or this sentence could be deleted since it is part of
paragraph 7).
Insert in line ten (between the sentence ending with "Board."
and the sentence beginning with "Except") the sentence previously
given in sub-paragraph (7.b.), revised to: "Container must be
equipped with an audio-visual alarm to indicate temperature above
minus 35°C."
Paragraph 7
Reorganize this "SPECIAL PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS" paragraph
to read as follows:
a. Al1 diborane shipments, including those which qualify as
"empty" by subparagraph (c), must comply with the following:
i= In addition to the flammable gas label and the poison
gas label, each outside shipping container must bear
a conspicuous label reading as follows: "IF NOT
DELIVERED BEFORE CARRIER MUST ADVISE THE
CALLERY CHEMICAL COMPANY, CALLERY, PENNSYLVANIA, ALSO
THE BUREAU OF EXPLOSIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C., BY WIRE."
The date inserted in the blank space on this label
must not be in excess of the number of days pre-
scribed herein from the date of shipment is offered
for transportation.
ii. Container must have not less than 108 pounds of dry
ice in dry ice chamber on the day shipment is made.
i i i o Container must reach destination within 15 days from
date of shipmento
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b. All diborane shipments except those which qualify as
"empty" by subparagraph (c) must also comply with the
following:
i. F i l l i n g is to be by weight only.
ii. Container must be precooled with l i q u i d nitrogen
to below minus 80°C. and excess nitrogen removed
prior to charging with diborane.
c. Container shipped as "empty" of diborane must also
comply with the following:
i. Must be verified to be "empty" by one of the
following:
(a) The empty weight must not exceed the marked
tare weight by more than 5 pounds, or
(b) Level of l i q u i d diborane must be below the
bottom of the dip tube. Loss of l i q u i d seal
wi l l be evident by ability to vent gas
pressure from the container (to user's tank
or other proper vent system) through the dip
tube.
ii. Pressure must be vented to between 25 and 50 psig at
the time container is emptied.
do Provisions for shipment of methanol are as follows:
i. The only time methanol may be shipped is to
satisfy contractor's qualification acceptance
tests. Under these conditions neither the
transit time restrictions nor the requirement
for preceding apply.
ii. Additionally, the requirements of subparagraphs
(a), (b), and (c) of this paragraph and the en-
tire paragraph (9) do not apply to methanol
shipments.
It was noted that this request did not intend any change in the
terms of the permit.
Mr. Graziano,.Director and Chief Inspector, Bureau.of-Ex-
plosives (AAR) replied to the request for authorization to ship
quantities less than 100 pounds of diborane on a reduced time
schedule., Their Chief Chemist, Charles Schultz, felt that some
experimental measurements would be necessary before they could
approve the request.,
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A letter was sent to DOT Office of Hazardous Materials
on 28 March 1972 withdrawing the request for zero to 100-pound
quantities, with the understanding that Callery or NASA could
reactivate the request by submitting additional data (which
NASA expected to obtain during use of the container). This
letter also expedited action on rewording of the permit and
ruling on rail express shipment.
Following a meeting with Mr. Grothe at the DOT-OHM Office
on 13 April 1972, a letter was sent to DOT on 21 April 1972 re-
viewing all matters pending and introducing the need for incor-
porating into the permit some provision for shipment of recooled
containers. The complete letter, included among the addenda in
Appendix A, contained the formal request for shipment of re-
cooled containers as follows:
For shipment of a container recooled to a
diborane pressure of 32 psig (corresponding
to diborane temperature of -70°C.) to
reach destination within
15 days for 175 to 200 Ibs. B2H6
12 days for 100 to 174 Ibs.
Detailed technical information was included in support of this
request.,
First Revision to DOT Special Permit No. 6522, dated 17 April
1972, was received on 24 April 1972; and contained all of the re-
wording changes except the provision for receding. The additional
changes in the revised permit to include shipment of recooled con-
tainers were outlined in Gallery's letter of 24 April 1972.
In a letter dated 20 April 1972 DOT ruled that blanket approval
could not be given for rail express shipment of diborane because
of the long-standing prohibition by Bureau of Railroad Safety against
shipments of Class A poisons by railway express in passenger train
service. It was added that if the occasion arises, and the need is
valid, authority may be granted for shipment on an individual basis.
Shipment of containers cooled to -70°C. (instead of -80°C) was
discussed further with DOT, and on 30 August 1972 the request was
resubmitted in writing. The modifications proposed therein were
adopted by DOT in Second Revision to DOT Special Permit No. 6522,
issued 14 September 1972.
The revisions to Special Permit No. 6522 which have been pro-
posed and accepted* to date are included at the end of this section,
following the original permit. Together these revisions extend the
versatility permitted in the use of the shipping container developed
under this contract.
Mncluded is the 3rd Rev. to D.O.T. S.P. 6522, requested by JPL, and
issued October 20, 1972 (p. 101).
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.DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
MATERIALS REGULATIONS B6ARD
''WASHINGTON. D.C. *O^9O ...
fep£CT.AL. PERMIT NO. 6522
This1 special permit is issued pursuant to 49 CJfR 170*154
of the Dopartmen tr Of Transportation (DOT) Hazardous' :. '
Materials Regulations, as amended, to authorize eh ij>msnts
of a poisonous and fcompreseed gas and a flammable liquid
under conditions as prescribed herein. Tills, permit does •
not relievo any chipper or carrier from compliance with'.!
any requirement of the DOT regulations, except as speci-
fically provided for herein.
Standard special permit requirements and conditions relating .
to package markings ^  preparation of shipping papers' , shipping
experience reports, etc., are published in 49 CFR 171; 6*
These requirements are part of this special permit.
1. B AS IS ,"•-:.-' June 14 and July 29, 1971 petition by Gallery
Chemical Coinpciny , Callery » Pa.
2 . '• C ^ M K O D I . . ' Diborai\c or methanol (methyl alcohol) .
3. PROPER SUIPiPtHG N/vME (49 CFR 172.5).
a. For Diborane :' : Both "Compressed gas , ri. o. s *
V and "Poisonous gas
 t n . o. s . ."....
b. For Methanol: "Methanol" or "Methyl alcohol". ;-
. '
:
 • ' . " - • . • ' • ' : • - . .
4. KI^GULATION WAIVED. 49. CFR 88173.119, 173. 304(a) (1)
173.328. . - . • • " - . ; : . ' .
. ' ' - ' ' '• . - . - " '
5. J\U'.i;iI PRIZED SHIPPER, The petitioner identified aboi-e and
- it.s cvistomers that ar^. registered with this Board.:
6. PACKAGING PRF.SCRXDEl.). In a specially designed 36-inch
dianneter "tpherxcal innfijr tank having a maximuTu woirking pres-
sure of 500 psig containing not less than 300 pound:-; nor more
thau 200 pounds of product. Inner tank is surrounded (except
for the dry ice chatuber) .-by a 48-inch diameter cylindrical
shell containing perlite insulation and which roust contain
not .less than 100 pounds b'f dry ico. Container must bs
falirioated, uiid £it:aembled in accordon»x2 v/ith dat?ilr, xnclud-au
in CVX Corporation's drawings A458-5COO Uirough A450-5821 en
file with this Board. Except as otherwise provided here:^,
the container must: -be qualified and prepiired for shipment '.in'
accordance vzith the petitioner'K dtmign and performance speci
fications on file with this Board.
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7. SPECIAL PACKAGING-:-MSQUI.RBHBJ1TS;':'
; ••UHl^M.a •••! • i ii • I ••• • • 'ii I • • ••— • ' '_•*" '•••*'-" "'" -' ^
'
:a.'; Filling is to be by weight-only.
'.b';:"': Container-'must, be precooled with liquid nitrogen/
to below minus 80°C. ;.and excess nitrogen removed :
prior to charging with diborane. . ;, .
CJ. Container mus.fc ;be equipped with an audio-visual ;>-.'
alarm to indicatei'jtemperature in excess of 'minus 35,°C**
d» The only time methanol may be shipped is to
satisfy contractor's qualification acceptance tests*-
Under these conditions .-neither the transit time /„=',;
restrictions nor the requirement for precobling ;.-
apply* Additionally^ the requirements of subpara-
graphs (e) and (f) of this paragraph and the entire v
paragraph (9) do not apply to methanol shipments.
 : :'
e. Containers shipped as empty ifnust dbmply with ithe
following: .-'-.•'•"••'•• . ...-. -• '-• '.- . • '''-;-V •'"'::;':'""':>:-'-'J''
i. Reacli destination within .15 days.; from;;
 ;^
time of emptying container. .\':•'•/<". -. : •;;/;;;;•
ii. He verified to be in "empty" .condition
by checking liquid opening to assure that
only'.vapor is vented, or if weight, determina-
tion is made, the empty vjc-jight joust not exceed
the marked tare weight by more than 5 pounds. ;
iii. Have hot less than' 108 pounds: of dry ice
in dry if:e .chamber. , . '
f. In -addition to the flammable gas label and the; ; .
poison gas label',-egch outside shipping" container'-'must.:""
bear a conspicuous .label reading as folloi/s: "IF NOT
DELXVEB3D DI;;rORl-i;_____ CARRIJ-IR MUST ADVISE THE GALLERY
CHEHJ:C:AL coMVAtn', CALLEKY, PKNHSYLV&NIA; ALSO THE BUREAU
OF EXtLOSI-VfiS,. •W/iSIJINGTON, D.C.,' «Y W1U.IC." The date
inserted in the b.].«mk space on this label must nol'. be Mn
excess of the number of days prescribed herein from the
dote, 'shipment is offered for troncportation.
0. MODES OF TR/\N3rORTATTON AUTUOR3:7,KD. Motor vehicle;
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 P«3ESj^s?*-
.-. 4 •-•
Address all inquiries to: ' Secretary,
Regulations Board, U.S. Department of Transportation
Washington, .D.C* 20590. Attention.:1 Special Permits
Diet: a, d,
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.DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS BOARD
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590
SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 6522 "*
FIRST REVISION
(COMPLETE)
This special permit is issued pursuant to 49 CFR 170.15 of
the Department of Transportation (DOT) Hazardous Materials
Regulations, as amended, to authorize shipments of a
poisonous and compressed gas; and a flammable liquid under
conditions as prescribed herein. This permit does not
.relieve any shipper or carrier from compliance with an.y
requirement of the DOT regulations, except as specifically
provided for herein.
'. Standard special permit requirements and conditions relating
to package markings, preparation of shipping papers, shipping
experience reports, etc., are published in 49 CFR 171.6.
These requirements are part of this special permit.
1. BASIS. March 15 and 28, 1972 petition by Gallery Chemical
Company, Gallery, Pa.; March 20, 1972 petition by Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.
2. COMMODITY. Diborane or methanol (methyl alcohol).
3. PROPER SHIPPING NAME (49 CFR 172.5) .
a. For Diborane: Both "Compressed gas, n.o.s.
(Flammable)" and "Poisonous gas, n.o.s.".
b. For Methanol: "Methanol" or "Methyl alcohol".
4. REGULATION' WAIVED. 49 CFR §§173-119, 173 -304 (a) (1) P.nci
173.328.
5. AUTHORIZED SHIPPER. The petitioners identified above and
their customers who register their identity with and receive
acknowledgement from this Board and have a copy of the special
permit.
6. PACKAGING PRESCRIBED. In a specially designed 36-inch
diameter spherical inner tank having a maximum working pres-
sure of 500 psig containing not less than 100 pounds nor more
than. 200 pounds of product. Inner tank is surrounded (except
for the dry ice chamber).by a 48-inch diameter cylindrical
shell containing perlite insulation. Container must be .
equipped with an audio-visual alarm to indicate temperature
.above minus 35°C. Container must be fabricated and assembled
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in accordance with details included in CVI Corporation's
drawings A458-5800 through A458-5821.on file with this
Board. Except as otherwise provided herein, .the container
must be qualified and prepared for shipment in accordance
with the Gallery's design and performance specifications
on file with this Board.
7. SPECIAL PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS.
a. All diborane shipments, including those which qualify
• as >:empty" by subparagrapn (c) , mus\; compry with, the
.following:
i. In addition to the flammable gas label and the
poison gas label, each outside shipping container
must bear a conspicuous label reading as follows:
"IF NOT DELIVERED BEFORE : • • . . : . . .. CARRIER MUST .
ADVISE (Insert name and address of shipper), ALSO
THE BUREAU OF EXPLOSIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C., BY
WIRE." The date inserted in the blank space on
this label must not be in excess of the number of
days prescribed herein from the date shipment is
offered for transportation.
•ii. Container must have not less than 108 pounds of dry
ice in dry ice chamber on the day shipment is made.
iii. Container must reach destination within 15 days from
date of shipment.
b.. All diborane shipments except those which 'qualify as "empty"
by subparagraph (c) must also comply with the following:
i. Filling is to be by. weight only.
ii. Container must be precooled with liquid nitrogen to
below minus 80°C. and excess nitrogen removed prior
to charging with diborane.
c. Container shipped as "empty" of diborane must also comply
with the following:
i. Must be verified .to be "empty" by one of the following:
(a) The empty weight must not exceed the marked
tare weight by more than 5 pounds, or
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(b) Level of liquid diborane must be below the
bottom of the dip tube. Loss of liquid seal
will be evident by ability to vent gas pres-
sure from the container (to user's tank or
other, proper vent system) through the dip tube.
Pressure should be vented to between 25 and 50
psig at the time container is emptied.
d. Provisions for shipment of methanol are as follows:
i. The only time methanol may be shipped is to
satisfy contractor's qualification acceptance
tests. Under these conditions neither the
transit time restrictions nor the requirement
for precooling apply.
ii. Additionally, the requirements of subparagraphs (a),
(b), and (c) of this paragraph and the entire para-
graph (9) do not apply to methanol shipments.
8. MODES OF TRANSPORTATION AUTHORIZED. Motor vehicle.
9. SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS.
a. A copy of this permit, kept current, must be carried
aboard each motor vehicle.
b. Shipments of diborane made under the terms of this
permit must be delivered within 15 days from date of
shipment.
c. Each shipping paper must show thereon, following the.
commodity description, the notation, appropriately
executed:
DOT SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 6522
DATE O F SHIPMENT : • : : • • • •
IF NOT DELIVERED BEFORE
DAYS, CARRIER MUST ADVISE
BUREAU OF EXPLOSIVES, WASHINGTON,
D.C. BY WIRE.
d. Each shipper must require acknowledgement of receipt
of shipment from consignee by wire, to be confirmed in
.writing, and must promptly notify the Bureau of Explosives
(AAR) of any such shipment not received at destination
within two days after shipment is due.
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e. Any common carrier by motor vehicle 'transporting diborane
under the terms of this permit must be specifically approved
by the Federal Highway Administration.
10. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS. Any incident involving loss of
contents of the package must be reported to this Board as soon
as practicable.
11. EXPIRATION DATE. September 15, .1972.
Issued at Washington, D.C.:
.17 APR 1972
Fiste (DATE)
For the Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
Address all inquiries to: Secretary, Hazardous Materials
Regulations Board, U.S. Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C. 20590. Attention: Special Permits.
Dist: a, d
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS BOARD
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20S90
SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 6522
SECOND REVISION
Pursuant to 49 CFR 170.15 of the Department of Transportation (DOT) Hazardous
Materials Regulations, as amended, and on the basis of the April 21 and
August 30, T972-petit-ions by Gallery Chemical Co., Callery, Pennsylvania.
Special Permit No. 6522 is hereby amended by deleting subparagraph (7(a)(iii));
amending subparagraphs (7(b)(1i)), (7(c)(i)(b)), (9b) and paragraph (11); adding
subparagraphs (7(b)(iii)) and (7(c)(ii) and (iii)) as follows:
"7a. * * *
- 1. . * * *
II. . * * *
III. Deleted.
U7b. * * *
I. * * *
II. Containers precooled to minus 80°C. with liquid nitrogen
must reach destination within 15 days from date of ship-
ment. True temperature at or below -80°C. must be con-
firmed by pressure of 18 psig or lower on date of ship-
ment.
III. Containers cooled to minus 70°C. with dry ice (or liquid
nitrogen) must reach destination within the following
schedule.
(a) 15 days from date of shipment when diborane net
weight is 175 to 200 pounds.
(b) 12 days from date of shipment when diborane net
weight is 100 to 174 pounds.
True temperature at or below -70°C. must be confirmed by
pressure of 32 psig or lower on date of shipment.
U7c. * * *
1. * * *
(a) ***
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(b) Level of liquid diborane must be below the bottom of
the dip tube. Loss of liquid seal will be evident by
ability to vent gas pressure from the container (to
user's tank or other proper vent system) through the
dip tube.
. •
11. .Pressure should be vented to between 25 and 50 psig at the
time container is emptied.
111. Containers shipped as empty must reach destination within
15 days from date of shipment.
"9a. * * *
"9b. Shipment of diborane made under the terms of this penr.it must be
delivered within the time prescribed in subparagraph 7(b).
"11. EXPIRATION DATE. September 15, 1973."
All other terms of this permit, as revised, remain unchanged. The complete
permit currently in effect consists of the First and Second Revisions.
Issued at Washington, D.C.:
R . F i s t e ( D A T E )
For the Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
Address all inquiries to: Secretary, Hazardous Materials Regulations Board,
U. S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C. 20590.
Attention: Special Permits.
Dist: a, d
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS BOARD
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590
SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 6522
THIRD REVISION
Pursuant to 49 CFR 170.15 of the Department of Transportation
(DOT) Hazardous Materials Regulations, as amended, and on the
basis of the September 22, 1972 petition by Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California:
Special Permit No. 6522 is hereby amended by adding para-
graph (6a) to read as follows:
"6a. As an alternate to paragraph (6), shipments
of diborane in quantities less than 100 pounds per
container prescribed herein may be made subject to
the following conditions:
i. The container and its contents must be pre-
cooled to minus 70°C. or lower, and the cooldown
temperature must be confirmed by a measured ullage
pressure of 32 psig or lower on the date of ship-
ment .
ii. The container must have not less than 108
pounds of dry ice in the dry ice chamber on the
day of shipment.
iii. The container must reach its destination
within three days from the date of shipment.
iv. Shipments are limited to highway trans-
portation via private carriage only.
v. All requirements of the permit, except as
otherwise provided in this paragraph, are applicable.
All other terms of this permit, as revised, remain unchanged.
The complete permit currently in effect consists of the
First, Second and Third Revisions.
Issued at Washington, D.C.:
200CT1972
W. R. Fiste (DATE)
For the Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
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Address all inquiries to: Secretary, Hazardous Materials
Regulations Board, U.S. Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C. 20590. Attention: Special Permits.
Dist: a, d
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Ca.
North American Rockwell, Canoga Park, Ca.
Gallery Chemiqal Co., Gallery, Pa.
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APPENDIX A
RECORD OF CONTACTS WITH D.O.T,
REGARDING SPECIAL PERMIT FOR
200-POUND DIBORANE SHIPPING
CONTAINER
[See VOLUME II]
APPENDIX B
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
DIBORANE SHIPPING CONTAINER
DOT SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 6522
[See VOLUME III]
Distribution List for Final Report NASA CR-
"Design and Development of
Diborane Shipping Container"
NASW-1827
Gallery Chemical Company Division
Mine Safety Appliances Company
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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Patent Office 1
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Code RPI
Office of Advanced Research and Technology
Director, Technology Utilization Division
Office of Technology Utilization
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
P.O. Box 33
College Park, Maryland 20740
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3
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COPIES
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Headquarters
Washington, D0 C0 20546
Attention: Director, Launch Vehicles and Propulsion, SV
Office of Space Science and Applications
National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035
Attention: Hans M, Mark
National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration
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